
Google Meet



What is Google Meet

● Google Meet allows students to talk to 
teachers over video. 

● Students can connect to Google Meet using any 
device with internet. (Computer, Tablet, or 
Phone)
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Google Meet Information

+ 100 students can join at one time
+ Time Limit is usually 60 minutes but has been 

lifted to 24 hours because of Covid 19
+ Students must connect with a gmail account
+ People without a google account must request 

access to join the chat
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Once a meeting has started

❖ The first person who enters the meeting will be 
the person who controls the meeting

❖ Teacher can mute participants
❖ Teacher can also remove anyone 
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Safety
Only people inside the 
district can join 
without asking for 
permission. 
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Anyone outside the 
domain has to ask 
permission to join a 
google meet.  

The creator can 
remove any person in 
case someone gets on 
that is not supposed 
to.

You can also mute 
participants. 



Start a Google Meet using Gmail

In the bottom left in gmail you will see an option for 
new meeting. 
You will also see the option to join a meeting
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Starting a Google Meet using Google Classroom

❏ Go onto Google Classroom and click the top left 
for generate Google Meet link

❏ This Google Meet Link Will be on Google 
Classroom at the very top. 

❏ You can make this link visible all the time to 
students or only visible to the teacher. 
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Layout will give you different views
➔ Sidebar-Larger Screen is you 

with small tiles for students
➔ Spotlight- You only see 

yourself
➔ Tiled- All the students are 

put into small tiles. You can 
only see a certain amount of 
students at one time
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Options
On the right hand side you will find 3 dots. Click 
those to show available options.



                                                 Audio Settings
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+ Change the audio of 
your microphone and 
speaker

+ This should not needed 
to be changed



Other ways to Connect to a Meeting
Meeting Code- The person 
hosting the meeting can 
send you a unique individual 
code to gain access. 

From Phone-If you are 
unable to get on from your 
computer, you may dial into 
google meet using a phone 
number. The number will be 
provided by the host. 
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Stream to TV using 
ChromeCast
If you own the Google Chromecast 
(35$), you can stream Google Meet to 
any TV screen. 
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Video Settings
+ Change your video 

quality. 
+ If you change the 

resolution to 720p, you 
will get better video.  
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Keyboard ShortCuts
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Controls Keyboard shortcut

Turn on or off camera /Ctrl + e

Mute or unmute your microphone /Ctrl + d

Accessibility Keyboard shortcut

Announce who is currently speaking Ctrl + Alt + a then s

Announce current information about the room Ctrl + Alt + a then i


